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Bedtime Stories For Adults Funny
The beloved bestseller from Newbery Medalist and National Book Award winner
Louis Sachar (Holes), with a brand-new cover! “Give me a dollar or I’ll spit on
you.” That’s Bradley Chalkers for you. He’s the oldest kid in the fifth grade. He
tells enormous lies. He picks fights with girls, and the teachers say he has serious
behavior problems. No one likes him—except Carla, the new school counselor.
She thinks Bradley is sensitive and generous, and she even enjoys his far-fetched
stories. Carla knows that Bradley could change, if only he weren’t afraid to try.
But when you feel like the most hated kid in the whole school, believing in
yourself can be the hardest thing in the world. . . .
Swallowing an oyster alive / John S. Robb -- How daddy played hoss / George W.
Harris -- The Shakers / Artemus Ward -- Mrs. McWilliams and the lightning / Mark
Twain -- Journalism in Tennessee / Mark Twain -- Brother rabbit takes some
exercise / Joel Chandler Harris -- How brother rabbit frightened his neighbors /
Joel Chandler Harris -- How Mr. Rooster lost his dinner / Joel Chandler Harris -Colonel Starbottle for the plaintiff / Bret Harte -- A piece of red calico / Frank R.
Stockton -- Mr. Dooley on the game of football / Finley Peter Dunne -- Pigs is pigs /
Ellis Parker Butler -- The ransom of Red Chief / O. Henry -- Little gentleman /
Booth Tarkington -- Three without doubled / Ring Lardner -- Mr. and Mrs. Fix-It /
Ring Lardner -- Death of red peril / Walter D. Edmonds -- Travel is so broadening /
Sinclair Lewis -- The crazy fool / Donald Ogden Stewart -- Mr. and Mrs. Haddock
abroad / Donald Ogden Stewart -- Benny and the bird-dogs / Marjorie Kinnan
Rawlings -- The legislature / James M. Cain -- The little hours / Dorothy Parker -But the one on the right / Dorothy Parker -- The snatching of Bookie Bob / Damon
Runyon -- An interesting cure / Frank Sullivan --Gendarmes and the man / Donald
Moffat -- Carnival days in sunny Las Los / Robert Benchley -- The guest / Marc
Connelly -- Primrose path / Sally Benson -- The secret life of Walter Mitty / James
Thurber -- The night the bed fell / James Thurber -- The night the ghost got in /
James Thurber -- University days / James Thurber -- The man who hated
Moonbaum / James Thurber -- Father and his hard-rocking ship / Clarence Day -The prince / Ruth McKenney -- Chocolate for the woodwork / Arthur Kober -- The
terrible vengeance of H*Y*M*A*N K*A*P*L*A*N / Leonard Q. Ross -- Hand in nub
/ St. Clair McKelway --Down with the Restoration / S.J. Perelman -- Kitchen
bouquet / S.J. Perelman -- Dental or mental, I say it's spinach / S.J. Perelman.
Treat your child to A Month of Bedtime Stories!CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED READALOUD BEDTIME TALES TO DELIGHT PARENT AND CHILD ALIKECowardly
dinosaurs, alien dogs, time-traveling slugs, fish in spacesuits, cows disguised as
ants, disco-dancing horses ... This collection of wacky bedtime stories places your
child at the centre of each crazy adventure by making him/her the central
character. Containing heavy doses of humour which can be enjoyed by parent and
child alike, and with a whopping thirty-one stories, this collection is designed to
last a month.San Francisco Book Review: FIVE STARS Readers Favourite: FIVE
STARS Writerbee's Book Reviews: FIVE STARS Online Book Club: FIVE STARS
Book Reviews and Giveaways: FIVE STARS Chodi Kid Books: FIVE STARS Ebook
Review Gal: FIVE STARS Grady Harp, Top 100 Hall of Fame Reviewer: FIVE
STARS Raif (aged five): FIVE STARS IndieBRAG 2015 Medallion: Winner London
Festival of Books 2014: Honorary Mention
This is a book for reading and playing. You will help the princess to collect the
candies and throw them to an angry dragon, you will escape from a maze and
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reconstruct the pictures of all the characters. Have fun! Sometimes it is hard to
give up things we love, but often sharing them with someone else means to have a
bigger reward! A new friend and new stories to live. Read the story of azzurra and
solve the games! ** No dragons were harmed during the creation of this book! **
A Memoir
Arc of Justice
Funny Bedtime Story for Children Kids
Thirty-one Bite-sized Tales of Wackiness and Wonder for the Retiring Child
Funny Stories for Kids
Just Go to Bed (Little Critter)
Has sleep time become the one time you are most anxious, whether you are taking your kids
to bed or you are the one going to bed because you all cannot seem to wind down and fall
asleep as you expect? And do you want to try your luck with bedtime stories that will help
you all calm down and set the stage for you to sleep, without feeling as if you are trying too
hard and failing at it? If you've answered YES, keep reading... Let This 8 In 1 Book Usher You
Into Your New Phase Of Life Where Sleep Time Is Calming, Winding Down Time For Everyone
In Your Household ‒ Kids, And Adults Included! Imagine reading your kids favorite bedtime
story and then a few hours later, you simply flip the pages to a section with bedtime stories
specially dedicated for adults! It would be fun and convenient for everyone, right? Well, that's
what this 8 in 1 book seeks to achieve so you don't have to keep piles and piles of bedtime
story books, as you have a collection of 8 books in 1 book! I know you are probably thinking...
Are all the stories unique and specially optimized for someone to calm down, wind down and
fall asleep easily? Are the stories short enough to ensure you don't have to stay too long
trying to finish the story? Are they engaging and sweet to read? Will the stories meant for
kids ensure bedtime is no longer time for power struggles? Does the book have enough
variety of stories for both kids and adults? The answer to all these is a resounding YES! Here
is what to expect in this 8 in 1 book: Hundreds of sweet and calming bedtime stories for kids
of different ages and adults Quick and short stories that will ensure you don't spend too much
time reading Stories that have been infused with meditative and hypnotic strategies that will
effectively help calm down any anxiety and stressed nerves to increase the odds of falling
asleep fast Simple language that will ensure you don't experience any challenges reading the
book Some of the best classics that bring imagination and creativity so that you can be able to
relax and unwind And much more! Don't waste any more time; snuggle up with your favorite
bedtime stories and drift into the magical worlds of the characters so that you can be able to
unwind and find peace! And for the kids, neutralize any struggles you have always had with
bedtime with these captivating stories that they would want to listen to every night! Scroll up
and click Buy Now With 1-Click or Buy Now to get started!
This is a squirrel . . . Hey, I may be a squirrel, but my name is Taco! And I don't eat nuts and
tree bark̶blech̶I prefer tacos! The natural predator of squirrels is . . . Whoa, whoa,
whoa! Who is writing this book? I do not like where this is going. This hilarious send-up of
a children's nature primer teaches kids that the most important story is the one you write
yourself.
"It is a unique experience to read a book that speaks directly to your heart. If you live with a
rare life altering disease, you spend a lot of time in your head. It's hard to put the thoughts
into words. In Bedtime Stories for the Living, Jay Armstrong accurately articulates the
thoughts of any person living with a rare disease or anyone simply struggling to overcome
their challenges." Kyle Bryant, spokesperson for the Friedreich's Ataxia Research Alliance and
host of the Two Disabled Dudes podcast. A regular dad. A rare brain disease. A chance to live
forever. A cell phone's ring interrupts the silence as Jay Armstrong sits in his high school
classroom preparing for the year ahead. Something about the ring makes his stomach drop.
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It's his doctor. The words, "diffuse cerebellar atrophy, a rare, degenerative brain disease" float
through the speaker. All of Jay's youthful dreams of being a writer rush back, flooding the
twenty years he has spent teaching students how to appreciate novels, memoirs, and poetry.
The care he put into teaching them how to write with clarity, insight, and humor, and how to
dance at the prom. The bedtime stories he never told his children spin in his imagination. It
will all die when he dies. Bedtime Stories for the Living is an episodic memoir in which Jay
shows his children how to accept their limitations and find joy. The collection of tender, witty
stories about fatherhood, persevering despite illness, and pursuing your dreams,
demonstrates how love gives us the strength to face heartache with bravery, humor, and
grace. Reviews: "Jay Armstrong is a wonderful storyteller. I knew this the moment he joined
me on my podcast. I'm thrilled to see that his storytelling translates to the page and his book
is filled with stories. Jay shares stories of his challenges, his triumphs and his medical
journey. I'm so glad he continues to share his stories." Jesse Jackson, Host of the Set Lusting
Bruce podcast "Jay Armstrong's debut, Bedtime Stories for the Living, is part memoir, part
confession, and a love letter for his children. Cataclysmic news - a hole in his brain, a rare and
poorly understood condition, steady loss of motor skills and speech obstructing his desire to
share in each activity with his young children - haunt each page, woven into the prism of
sundry fleeting moments. Yet here, these earthy glimpses are charged with mystery, and the
holiness of love. Jay's book is about the quandary of fear and suffering that face
This original short story collection is a great book for kids who love to giggle! Each story is
easy to read with fun illustrations to help entertain younger readers! Kids will love sharing
these silly stories! Be warned! These stories are really silly! So silly, in fact, that it is hard not
to laugh! Silly Willy has returned with a new book to the popular Silly series. This collection
of short stories is perfect for children who love a silly tale and are starting to grow their
reading skills into chapter books.The collection of 12 original silly stories features a wide
range of themes and adventures. Story 1: My Super Hero Diary, featuring an unlucky
superhero and his bullying villain roommate. Story 2: A story featuring an ancient Egyptian
pharaoh and his wish to build a pyramid. Story 3: A story about a boy who has built a castle.
But not a well-constructed one! Story 4: A girl clones herself with unexpected results. Story 5:
A tall tale about a nose picker and his passionate hobby. Story 6: An entertaining adventure to
find a mysterious horribly bad smell. Where is it coming from? Story 7: A dog and his owner
have an embarrassing mix up! Story 8: A clever inventor has a not-so-clever idea! Story 9: A
fairy tale involving an innocent baby and a greedy troll monster. Story 10: A schoolboy visits
the doctor after a homework incident. Story 11: A talentless unicorn courageously enters a
talent contest! She can't sing, dance, tell jokes or draw! How will she win the most talented
award? Story 12: Erik and his Viking friends discover an island with some 'strange' animals.
The book has been written to include a few challenging words that will help expand a child's
vocabulary. Parents will cherish reading these short tales to their younger ones. This book is
ideal as a short read before bedtime, or in between games and activity time. Older children
will also love reading these funny stories quietly or acting as the storyteller reading aloud.
Each story is fast-paced and varies in length. The tales themselves contain good family-style
humor acceptable for kids and adults. If your kids love fiction stories like Captain Underpants,
Diary of a Wimpy Kid, or Big Nate, then these silly stories will soon become their favorite, too!
The book is hilariously illustrated. This book is a perfect gift for kids who need a break from
video games, TV screens, movies, and other media. Or when it is too wet and cold for outside
sport play! These silly stories are also a great travel companion or an ideal birthday, holiday,
or get well gift for kids! Ages: 4 & up. / Ideal for Pre-K and first graders through to the 5th
grade.
Bedtime Stories for the Living
Silly Stories for Silly Kids
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Extremely Entertaining Short Stories
Stolen Smell
Five-Minute Stories
Funny Stories for 5 Year Olds

Read Along or Enhanced eBook: In this story from Peru, we meet a baker who is
so stingy that he wants to charge people just for smelling his baked goods. When
the baker takes his case to court, the wise judge decides to teach the greedy
man a well-deserved lesson.
Anxious? Angry? Waking up in the middle of the night to worry about plastic
pollution, Brexit and why everything seems to be so horrible all the time? Thumb
sore from scrolling through the Guardian news app, even though it makes you
want to cry? Us too. But help is here, in the shape of Stuart Heritage's hilarious
Bedtime Stories for Worried Liberals. Put down your phone, log off Twitter, and
let yourself be lulled to sleep by stories from a world where Brexit disappears in a
puff of smoke, Waitrose is free, and Fairy Godmothers look a lot like Barack
Obama. Including: The Three Liberal Pigs; Jack and the Sustainably Produced
Meat Substitute Stalk; and The Night Before Brexmas; The Very Trendy
Caterpillar; Trumplestiltskin; Camerella.
Bedtime stories provide a remarkable opportunity for parents and children to
cuddle together and have a pleasant time free from worries and daily life
commitments and problems. This book is meant for children of all ages at or
below 12 years of age. An interesting element of this book is that it will enable
expecting Moms to indulge in a conversation with their babies who are yet to
open their eyes in the world. Thus, this book is extremely beneficial in the sense
that it will allow the parents to develop a strong bonding with their young babies
and children alike. Reading to children at bedtime has several purposes
developments of language and literacy are two clear advantages. But reading
often allows children opportunities for physical closeness with parents, which acts
as a kind of emotional check-in on welfare. It offers an avenue for older children
to relax their defenses and chat about issues that may be bothering them.
Bedtime reading often offers a focus point and diversion away from the stresses
and complaints of the day, enabling the tiredness of the body to take control and
get the infant back to sleep. Particularly in small children, this focus point allows
them to sort out and calm the exciting environment around them. In this book,
you will learn more about: Develop your children's bedtime routine How to spend
Quality Time with your child Benefits of early reading Improve your children's
language skills, sensory perception and creativity capabilities Calm your child's
mind reading bedtime tales Short funny stories about animals Inculcate moral
and values through Moral stories Fables stories Fairy Tales Inspirational Stories
... AND MORE!!! What are you waiting for? Don't wait anymore, press the buy
now button and get started.
Warning! Laughter and delight at ridiculous situations awaits you in this book.
Turn the pages with caution. Are you ready to engulf yourself in some silly tales
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that will make you smile? Do you want to read some off the wall stories that are
just adult enough that you will not have to read them to the kids at bedtime? Well
you have come to the right place. This collection of short stories will give you a
chuckle or two with how strange they are, and their funny and entertaining tones.
However, they are adult enough that you do not have to share your guilty
pleasure with children, giving you something all to yourself. Follow these seven
main characters as they find themselves in impossible situations that will make
you laugh and leave you entertained for a few hours. Short stories are often
regarded as children's reading, but not today. These stories are for adults only.
However, you do not have to devote hours on end to get a little bit of
entertainment. These stories are short enough that you can read one in less than
ten minutes, and go on with your day, and not have to worry about losing track of
where you were in the story, because you will have finished the story. Read them
before bed, on break at work, in the bathroom. Pretty much anywhere you will
have a few minutes to yourself. Remember, these are adult stories, so only share
with your mature friends! Please, enjoy! This book may contain material that can
be considered lewd or offensive.
Juha Stories : the Funny Man
Kids Funny Bedtime Story Picture Book
Christmas Stories Collection Book
Princess Azzurra and the Gluttonous Dragon
The Very Funny Frog
Best Funny Stories
Is it difficult to fall asleep for your child? Are you looking for a fun, comfortable
way to interact with your children? Want to relax, develop language and listening
skills for your child? If yes, this small selection of exciting children's stories
packed with morals and lessons at the end will help. Do your children like
bedtime stories? Are you looking for a children's entertaining book? Bedtime
Stories for Kids has it all! The book is an excellent book for boys, girls, early
readers, beginners, early listeners, kids, and pre-adolescent kids. Every story is
easy to understand and relaxing! Many of the stories in this book feature
essential lessons about honesty, gratitude, and teamwork, all of which are skills
that your child might just be beginning to get a grasp on. There are plenty more
lessons that can be taken away from the range of stories that have been featured
in this book. Stоrу/ poem Lіѕt -Castle Trouble! -The Caterpillar's New Home
-Stuck! -The Patient Neighbour -A Sorry Tale -The Magic Pail -Terry Finds a
Friend-Simone and the Two Cats -Bones the skeleton had a problem. -Thistle
and Cotton -Tony the Barn Cat -Strong like a monkey -A good night's sleep
-Chores are not a bore -Teamwork outside of the game And more... Bedtime
Stories for Kids is great for getting together with your children before they shine.
It's also perfect and ideal to listen alone and give your children a lovely holiday
and to add to their library. Scroll up and click the "add to cart" button to buy now!
Billy is a six-year-old boy who has a great imagination. He loves to play and
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sometimes daydreams with funny results. Billy forgets to brush his teeth but
learns an important lesson. Pamela Malcolm has created the perfect tale to read
with any child who tries to avoid brushing their teeth. With memorable illustrations
and an important message, Billy Brush Your Teeth is a wonderful bedtime story
that will be treasured by children and parents alike
Short Stories of World War 1 and the 1920s, some funny, some poignant, by the
author whom John Galsworthy rated &quote;one of the best short-story writers of
all time&quote;.
The #1 New York Times Bestseller: “A hilarious take on that age-old problem:
getting the beloved child to go to sleep” (NPR). “Hell no, you canʼt go to the
bathroom. You know where you can go? The f**k to sleep.” Go the Fuck to Sleep
is a book for parents who live in the real world, where a few snoozing kitties and
cutesy rhymes donʼt always send a toddler sailing blissfully off to dreamland.
Profane, affectionate, and radically honest, it captures the familiar̶and
unspoken̶tribulations of putting your little angel down for the night. Read by a
host of celebrities, from Samuel L. Jackson to Jennifer Garner, this subversively
funny bestselling storybook will not actually put your kids to sleep, but it will leave
you laughing so hard you wonʼt care.
A Funny Short Story Collection for Children Ages 5-10
A Funny Read Aloud Picture Book For Kids And Adults About Snowmen Farts
and Toots
Short Funny Stories and Poems Collection for Children and Toddlers
A Wonderful Adventures and Funny Short Stories Collection for Kids, More Than
30 Great Stories
Funny Stories for 7 Year Olds
Over 50 Tales and Fables
Are you looking for a book to give to your child, which is fun and at the same
time stimulates their imagination and their pleasure in reading? Are you looking
for a book which doesn't take itself too seriously? Something to read with your
child which will make them laugh? Something that will bring them joy? Then
you've come to the right place! More and more often, kids today are distracted by
the TV or video games and cell phones, and rarely let themselves be tempted by
reading a good book. Is your home full of books which you bought your child
with the best of intentions, but are now left to gather dust? Well, look no further!
"Hilo the Farting Dragon" has arrived. It's a great story to put a smile on your
child's face and make them disconnect from technology. Kids will be mesmerized
as they follow the adventures of Hilo, a cute but clumsy little dragon, who can't
control his wind every time he gets excited! Accompanied by beautiful
illustrations, this volume will keep your child hooked to the end. Get ready to see
them laughing happily as they read, lost in the amazing feats of the little dragon
and all the other curious characters in Fantasyland. The humor that pervades
these pages will win your kids over, and really get them wanting to turn the page
and find out what's going to happen next. It's also a great way to end the day with
a smile. If your children love fairy tales, "Hilo the Farting Dragon" really is the
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right option, an ideal way of recreating that wonderful parent-child habit that is
now being lost: reading a fairy tale before bedtime. Buckle up and make
yourselves comfortable! You are about to enter a fantastic world that will make
you smile! What you will find in this book: - 2 fairy tales full of twists and turns,
ideal for entertaining your children and motivating them to read. - Beautiful
original illustrations - An ideal text for learning to read - Large format black and
white illustrations, for children who love to color. If you're scared that the book
might be too rude, don't worry. The stories never cross the line into bad taste.
They actually tackle real problems and have a good moral and are suitable for all
ages. So, are you ready to get your child the perfect gift? What are you waiting
for? Scroll up and click on the "Buy Now" button. The adventure is about to
begin!
An electrifying story of the sensational murder trial that divided a city and ignited
the civil rights struggle In 1925, Detroit was a smoky swirl of jazz and
speakeasies, assembly lines and fistfights. The advent of automobiles had
brought workers from around the globe to compete for manufacturing jobs, and
tensions often flared with the KKK in ascendance and violence rising. Ossian
Sweet, a proud Negro doctor-grandson of a slave-had made the long climb from
the ghetto to a home of his own in a previously all-white neighborhood. Yet just
after his arrival, a mob gathered outside his house; suddenly, shots rang out:
Sweet, or one of his defenders, had accidentally killed one of the whites
threatening their lives and homes. And so it began-a chain of events that brought
America's greatest attorney, Clarence Darrow, into the fray and transformed
Sweet into a controversial symbol of equality. Historian Kevin Boyle weaves the
police investigation and courtroom drama of Sweet's murder trial into an
unforgettable tapestry of narrative history that documents the volatile America of
the 1920s and movingly re-creates the Sweet family's journey from slavery
through the Great Migration to the middle class. Ossian Sweet's story, so richly
and poignantly captured here, is an epic tale of one man trapped by the battles of
his era's changing times. Arc of Justice is the winner of the 2004 National Book
Award for Nonfiction.
This is a bright and varied selection of wonderfully entertaining stories by some
of the very best writers for children. It is perfect for reading alone or aloud, and
for dipping into time and time again. With stories from Judy Blume, Anne Fine,
Dick King-Smith, Morris Gleitzman and many more, this book will provide hours
of fantastic fun.
"This is a wonderful collection of authors from America and around the world.
Centuries are covered, making this a great resource for English teachers and any
lover of literature." — Life Community Church This treasury of one hundred tales
offers students and other readers of short fiction a splendid selection of stories
by masters of the form. Contributors from around the world include Edgar Allan
Poe, Harriet Beecher Stowe, Guy de Maupassant, Charles Dickens, Anton
Chekhov, Mark Twain, Saki, Luigi Pirandello, Kate Chopin, and Ring Lardner. The
stories, which are arranged chronologically, begin with tales by Daniel Defoe
("The Apparition of Mrs. Veal," 1705), Benjamin Franklin ("Alice Addertongue,"
1732), and Washington Irving ("The Devil and Tom Walker," 1824). Highlights
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from the nineteenth century include Ivan Turgenev's "The District Doctor" (1852),
Sarah Orne Jewett's "A White Heron" (1886), Thomas Hardy's "Squire Petrick's
Lady" (1891), and Rudyard Kipling's "Wee Willie Winkie" (1899). From the
twentieth century come James Joyce's "Araby" (1914), Franz Kafka's "The
Judgment" (1916), Virginia Woolf's "The Mark on the Wall" (1921), "The Broken
Boot" (1923) by John Galsworthy, and many others. "A fabulous collections of
stories sure to please any reader! The chronological layout is perfect for those
looking to explore the development of stories over time and their relation to
society." — Whitchurch-Stouffville Public Library
Read Along or Enhanced eBook
A Month of Bedtime Stories
Bedtime Dtories for Kids and Adults. Short Funny Stories, Adventures and Fairy
Tales. Help Children Achieve Mindfulness and Calm to Fall Asleep Fast
The Very Hungry Mouse
100 Great Short Stories
The Serious Goose

Is your child having trouble getting to sleep? Do you want to help your child fall asleep faster at
night? Thanks to this book, you don't have to worry anymore, your kid will have a wonderful
sleep every single night! Bedtime Stories will help you to calm your child down, improve his
vocabulary and listening skills! In this book, you will learn more about: - How to make your child
fall asleep faster at night - Develop your children's bedtime routine - How to spend Quality Time
with your child - Benefits of early listening - Improve your children's language and listening skills,
sensory perception and creativity capabilities - Calm your child's mind reading bedtime tales Short funny stories about animals - Inculcate moral and values through Moral stories - Fables
stories - Fairy Tales - Inspirational Stories - Teach your children self-care skills ... AND MORE!!!
What are you waiting for? Don't wait anymore, press the "Buy-Now" Button and get started!
Life is full of unexpected changes, even for a little mouse who's got a plan. The little mouse is
happy with his life, until one day, the house owners take a vacation. Now the hungry little mouse
has to find food on his own, and he does not like what is available. He then decides to cook
himself a pancake. However, such endeavors are not always as simple as we think. Will the
little mouse finally stop being hungry? Discover in the book, The Very Hungry Mouse.
Like many ambitious New York City teenagers, Craig Gilner sees entry into Manhattan's
Executive Pre-Professional High School as the ticket to his future. Determined to succeed at
life—which means getting into the right high school to get into the right college to get the right
job—Craig studies night and day to ace the entrance exam, and does. That's when things start
to get crazy. At his new school, Craig realizes that he isn't brilliant compared to the other kids;
he's just average, and maybe not even that. He soon sees his once-perfect future crumbling
away.
Are you tired of reading the same old fairy tales to your kids at bedtime? Are you tired of bed
time stories being pages upon pages long? Are you tired of being so bored when you are
reading to your kids, or having them read to you? Well, be bored no more! This collection of
children's stories is designed with the whole family in mind. These stories are funny to read out
loud to your kids, or even curl up with yourself if you are looking for a laugh. The best part is that
you do not have to read twenty pages to finish a story. If you have five minutes, your child can
have a meaningful bedtime story that will leave them giggling and full of wonder in order to ward
off bad dreams. These stories are great for families that always seem to be in a hurry, but still
want to spend time, and read with, their kids. These stories are full of easy to read paragraphs
with just enough larger words to help build a child's vocabulary with tons of context clues and
structure surrounding these words. So whether you are reading to your child, or your child is
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reading to you, there will not be that frustrating struggle that often happens when a large word is
thrown in out of nowhere, interrupting the flow of the sentences and the structure of the
paragraph. Sit back, relax, and enjoy a few good laughs with your little ones. Whether they are
three or thirteen. People of all ages will enjoy these silly stories, and carry them with them
wherever they go. Enjoy!
The Best American Humorous Short Stories
Bedtime Stories for Kids and Adults. Short Funny Stories, Adventures and Fairy Tales. Help
Children Achieve Mindfulness and Calm to Fall Asleep Fast
A Saga of Race, Civil Rights, and Murder in the Jazz Age
My Smelly Ass
It's Kind of a Funny Story
Bedtime Stories for Trying Times

This bright and varied selection of wonderfully entertaining stories by some of the
very best writers for children is erfect for reading alone or aloud and for dipping
into time and time again. With stories from Dick King-Smith, Michael Bond,
Philippa Gregory, Jacqueline Wilson and many more, this book will provide hours
of fantastic fun."
"Discover faraway lands and magical kingdoms, flee from thundering giants and
cunning beasts, and fall in love with brave animals and beautiful princesses... There
is always time to read together with this treasure trove of over 50 five-minute fairy
tales, fables, and classic stories" -- Page [4] of cover.
Life is too serious and too stressful. You deserve a break, so let's make fun of
everything and laugh together.Life is Funny is a collection of necessary nonsense
that will forever change your view on life. For example, you'll...Learn how to
properly go potty outside the potty. Think abstract art is even stupider than you
thought it was. Understand why being a virgin may be more STD prone than not
being one. Realize the "A" as in "Apple" pronunciation game can be way more fun.
Debate whether hibernation or bed rest is the best thing in the world. Read it to a
kid because there's a free children's book in the middle. At the very least, you'll
giggle and forget about how awful the world is. "It was like finding one more fruit
snack wedged in the corner of the wrapper. On top of that, it's strawberry.
Delightful and refreshing." - Albert Clifford Slater"The first and only book you
should ever read. Hysterical." - Molly Pitcher"I read it." - Art Vandelay
Follow the adventures of Kai the Zookeeper with his quirky but adorable animals
and treat your kids to some delightful bedtime stories with this wonderfully
captivating collection of easy-to-read children's stories!Looking for a perfect
collection of bedtime stories to help your kids wind down for the day and prepare
them for bedtime? If yes, then this collection of stories is just what you and your
child need.Filled with fun and engaging stories your children will love, The Funny
Zoo chronicles the funny adventures of Kai the Zookeeper and his animals related
in an episodic style that is perfect for reading out loud and will elicit a few laughs
from your kid and put them in a good mood before bedtime.Here are some of the
stories your children are absolutely going to love in this enthralling collection of
animal-themed stories for children:?Monkey Trouble?Penguin Pranks?Betty the
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Black Rhino?Anna the Anteater?Stingray Bay?Sam the Sea Lion?Duck, Duck,
Trouble?Polar Plunge Party?Prairie Dog Town?Marty the Pirate Parrot?Bill the
Blue Macaw?Ty Lost His Roar?The Lazy Llama?Ella the Elephant Meets Marty
the Mouse?Where Are My Stripes??...and tons more!Perfect for snuggling with
your kids at bedtime before tucking them in for the night, The Funny Zoo will make
a marvelous addition to every child's bookshelf and would also make a great holiday
or birthday gift, as well as improving their listening skills and vocabulary at the
same time!
Freddie The Farting Snowman
The Funny Zoo Bedtime Stories for Kids, Fantasy Stories for Children and Toddlers
to Help Them Fall Asleep and Relax. Fantastic Stories to Dream About for All Ages.
Easy to Read.
Bedtime Stories for Kids
Bedtime Stories (8 Books in 1)
Frog and Toad are Doing Their Best [A Parody]
Go the F**k to Sleep

The holidays present a unique opportunity for friends and family
members to slow down, take any lingering vacation days, and
enjoy fun Christmas activities together. Two bunnies in this
book are husband and wife bunnies who are excited about
Christmas. They love decorating the Christmas tree, tobogganing
down hills and helping Santa. These five stories are wonderful
to read with children at bedtime, story time or anytime. Each
tale in this collection presents children with a variety of
action, problem solving and teamwork building, which are all
excellent elements to include in a children's book. Get your
copy today!
Various stories about Juha : A collection of stories about some
sarcastic and funny anecdotes that characterized the life of our
character Juha, which are situations characterized by
intelligence and resourcefulness, fun stories that make you feel
joy and pleasure. This kids book has been written to include a
few challenging words that will help expand a child's
vocabulary. Parents will cherish reading these short tales to
their younger ones. This kids book is ideal as a short read
before bedtime, or in between games and activity time. Older
children will also love reading these funny stories quietly or
acting as the storyteller reading aloud. Each story is fastpaced and varies in length. The tales themselves contain good
family-style humor acceptable for kids and adults. If your kids
love funny stories, then these stories will soon become their
favorite. This short story collection is a perfect gift for kids
who need a break from video games, TV screens, movies, and other
media (Or when it is too wet and cold for outside sport play!)
These Funny stories are also a great travel companion or an
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ideal birthday, holiday, or get well gift for kids! enjoy them,
my friends
At home, work, and out in our ever-changing world, we're all
just doing our best. In this modern parody, Frog and Toad are
here to commiserate and lend some laughter. Full of wry humor
and deep compassion for our modern vulnerabilities, the stories
in Frog and Toad Are Doing Their Best perfectly capture the
heartwarming authenticity of Lobel’s famous amphibian friends
while revealing razor-sharp truths about the world we live in
today. Through Frog and Toad, we see the anxieties that are
woven throughout our everyday existence, from our well-meaning
but often-failed attempts at practicing self-care to our
struggle to balance the gifts and burdens of technology. Toad
ponders a variety of questionable schemes to pay off his credit
cards, while Frog spends too much time scrolling through the
newsfeed on his phone. But despite their daily frustrations and
existential concerns, they know that having a friend to share
life’s burdens makes even the darkest days brighter.
"Mercer Mayer's Little Critter"--Back cover.
Life is Funny: Adult Comedy Book Filled with Funny Short Stories
about the Humorous World We Live in
Billy Brush Your Teeth
Bedtime Funny Stories for Kids
Bedtime Stories for Worried Liberals
Bedtime Stories to Make You Smile
Funny Bedtime Stories for Kids and Adults about Farts and Toots.
Short Meditation Tales with Dragons, Dinosaurs and Animals to
Help Toddlers Fall Asleep with a Happy Smile
? ? ? 55% OFF for Bookstores! ? ? ? Do your children have trouble
falling asleep? Are you searching for a fun, soothing manner to bond
along with your kids? If yes, then this little collection of funny
stories for kids might be what you are looking for! Your Customers
Will Never Stop to Use this Awesome Book! In Bedtime Funny Stories for
Kids, you'll discover a lot of beautiful stories with lovely content.
Those are sure to trap the interest of your kids, stimulate their
creativeness and take their young imagination to new heights, allowing
you to spend the best time along with your youngsters that they might
cherish for lifestyles. Some of the stories this book includes: White
Unicorn Mystic, the Unicorn The Forest Melody The Princess of the Sea
Fairies, Birds and Colorful Fruits And many more! Written for toddlers
and adolescent children, each specific story has its unique essence
and characters and is packed with instructions that will instill and
give a boost to practical life training for your kids. Buy it NOW and
let your customers get addicted to this amazing book!
Funny Frog sits on the pond with insects buzzing by. Quick as a flash,
his tongue flicks out to catch a big fat fly! The garden animals are
brought to chasing, racing life in these playful pop-ups that toddlers
will adore.
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"This picture book challenges young readers to bring the silly out of
a very Serious Goose"-A story about a smelly donkey with a gas problem, which will have you
and your children laughing out loud! Suitable for both boys and girls
aged 3 years old up to 8 years old
And Other Bedtime Stories for Worried Liberals
Bedtime Stories, Funny Jokes, And Activities For Children
There's a Boy in the Girls' Bathroom
Hilo the Farting Dragon
illustrated children's books: funny bedtime story book for kids, ages
2-6, funny bedtime story
For Beautiful Dreams-Bedtime Stories for Kids Who Love Stories with
Unicorns, Dragons, Flying Fairies, Princes and Princesses-To Help
Children Fall Asleep

Top Gift For 2020! Did you know that snowmen fart? It's true! Follow Freddie the Farting
Snowman to learn the hysterical kinds of farts that are a part of snowman life. The Arctic Blast,
the Farticle Collider and many more will have you bursting with laughter! This book is
appropriate for ALL AGES who don't mind silly toot humor (that is not overly gross). Words
used include: toot, fart, gas, booty, rump, and bum. Grab this new release in time for the holiday
gift giving season! 8.5" x 8.5" Premium glossy cover Hilarious collection of fart names and
situations Full color, professional illustrations An easy quick gift for the kids (and kids at heart)
on your gift list
This bright and varied selection of wonderfully entertaining stories by some of the very best
writers for children is perfect for reading alone or aloud and for dipping into time and time
again. With stories from Dick King-Smith, Tony Ross, Alf Proysen, Malorie Blackman and
many more, this book will provide hours of fantastic fun."
This is a Taco!
A Collection of Short Funny Stories About Animals, Fairy Tales, Fantasy and Humor to Make
Children Feel Calm, Thrive and Sleep Fast
Best Funny Stories for Adults
Funny Stories for 8 Year Olds
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